
 

Unusual question :  
 

How would  in prison, after eating their blanket of wine, describe (in any way, so it doesn't 

have to be a script) a microwave oven, in the Atacama Desert these:  

 

a) Salvator Dalli,  

b) Hans Christian Andersen,  

c) surgeon Pavel Pafko a  

d) Bill Gates… ????  

    What would emerge from this is difficult to predict, they would certainly be the creations-

creations of "heaven and bagpipes" .., and yet each work would be one and the same reality, 

one microwave, one reality in four diametrically different designs, different descriptive 

language of one real fact.  Which script would then be for stoning the author and which for 

the "Nobel Prize" does not depend on the quality or the authors, but on the "assessment 

committee"… 

)*( 

 

So: One physical reality around us and a description of it using five different models, five 

variant notation techniques to demonstrate this reality.: 

 

 Mathematical notation speech in common standard mathematics, see physics + 

textbook alternatively here :  

 

 from Richard Feynman …………….. diagrammatic notation speech of nuclear 

interactions. It does not solve "what is matter" from where it came from (and whether it 

originated in the Bang from Nothing as the third inalienable quantity to the quantity "Length" 

and "Time"), takes matter as an unexplored fact and shows those diagrams of the 

transformation of matter, only behavior - interaction of mass elements using abstract diagrams  

 

 from Josef Navrátil …………………. It presents, for the intellect of human (per) 

thinking, the proposal (hypothesis) of a new understanding of the origin and origin of matter. 

The universe realizes matter from two spatio-temporal quantities in a "way of curvature" = 

wave-wrapping the dimensions of those quantities into packed, packed formations (geons), 

compacted wave-packages; that is, the realization of material elements using dimensions. This 

geometric "crumpling" of the dimensions of time-space creates matter; The "structure of 

curved dimensions" becomes a material artifact, and is already this and thus a new state, a 

state of matter; J.N. forms a two-character notation language for both nuclear and chemical 

interactions. http://www.hypothesis-of-universe.com/index.php?nav=e  

 

 from Mgr. David Zoul ……………… alternates the "cyto"-writing language of the 

reality of nuclear interactions and the behavior of material elements with his "ILČ, UHU sign 

language" in Blandria. 

 

 from P. Ošmer + P.Werner… ...……. for the description of elementary particles and 

interactions (as is already taught in his notation language by classical standard physics 

introduces speech-description using three-dimensional geometric, vortex (toroidal) structures. 

 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

http://www.hypothesis-of-universe.com/index.php?nav=e


 

 
 

So 5 models of how to describe the universe     →   →   →  →  

 

  R. Feynman diagrams  

This is how Feynman started… it was no beauty  → 

 

 
 



 
 

 
 



 
 

 beta minus 

 

Short comment :  

R. Feynman, with his diagrams on standard physics and notation techniques of describing 

physical reality, does not change anything, he only "transforms-transforms" the basic notation 

technique "letter" into his invented diagram-graphic illustration technique. Diagrams do not 

address the origin of matter. 



 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

 

 
 

 J.Navrátil   …  … two-character notation technique (invented in 1981) as a 

"translation" of contemporary notation language of microworld physics into two-character 

interaction equations + demonstration of a new understanding of the origin of matter, + a new 

understanding of the "structure" of space-time in the macrospace, see http://www.hypothesis-

of-universe.com/index.php?nav=e  

 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

 

 
 

  Mgr. David Zoul (2003) Theory of Cytospace, graphics "polynomine" →  alternates 

the contemporary classical notation language of physics into its special "sign form", into new 

"verbal" expressive concepts, and ..and like Feynman does not solve the essence of matter, 

but only and only her behavior in the reality of the microworld. 

 

 

 

 

(2) Complete system of elementary particles  

 

In this chapter we will get acquainted with the method of so-called group plasticizations of 

polyamines and demonstrate its practical use in the physics of elementary particles. Our goal 

will be to show that the standard model, reducing all nature to only 6 species of quarks and 6 

species of leptons, may not yet be the lowest floor on the tree of possible reductions in the 

world of elementary particles. The basic particle of all being - mention - is assigned in UTU 

plasticized monomino, or 1-stereomino – see  

 

Fig. 2: Giant. 2 As another example, we present here several plasticized polyamines or short 

n-stereomines.  

 

 

 

 
 

Giant. 3 This could already correspond to certain composite energy-mass particles.  

 

http://www.hypothesis-of-universe.com/index.php?nav=e
http://www.hypothesis-of-universe.com/index.php?nav=e


Fig. 4 shows all existing n-omina for n = 1, 2, ..., 8, or monomina, 

domino, ..., octomina. At the same time, we consider a polyomina differing only by the 

transformation of rotation or reflection, or their mutual combination, as one and the same 

element of the set n-omin.  

 

 

Giant. 4 

 



 



 
 

For each n, several numbers are available relating to the expression of the number of n-

nominations. Table 2 shows the values of the individual functions for n = 1 to n = 12, where: 

e (n) = number of Y-polyamines formed by a number of n connected monomin.  

g (n) = number of n-omin if we do not count rotation and mirroring.  

h (n) = number of n-omin if we do not count rotations. 

 t (n) = total number of n-omin.  

s (n) = number of n-omin invariant (except for rotations) with respect to mirroring and (n) = 

number of elements h (n) that contribute one element to t (n). b (n) = number of elements h 

(n) that contribute 2 elements to t (n). c (n) = number of elements h (n) that contribute 4 

elements to t (n). 

etc. etc. graphics… graphics… graphics, not mathematics, not an image of a physics standard. 

Another example →  

https://slideplayer.cz/slide/2920806/ ; https://docplayer.cz/121947872-David-j-zoevistian-

uvod-do-teorie-pole.html  ; https://docplayer.cz/36570934-David-j-zoul-uvod-do-teorie-pole-

aneb-o-puvodu-prirodnich-sil.html ; https://www.aldebaran.cz/bulletin/2022_09_pri.php  dtto 

see http://www.hypothesis-of-universe.com/docs/eng/eng_095.pdf  

https://slideplayer.cz/slide/2920806/
https://docplayer.cz/121947872-David-j-zoevistian-uvod-do-teorie-pole.html
https://docplayer.cz/121947872-David-j-zoevistian-uvod-do-teorie-pole.html
https://docplayer.cz/36570934-David-j-zoul-uvod-do-teorie-pole-aneb-o-puvodu-prirodnich-sil.html
https://docplayer.cz/36570934-David-j-zoul-uvod-do-teorie-pole-aneb-o-puvodu-prirodnich-sil.html
https://www.aldebaran.cz/bulletin/2022_09_pri.php
http://www.hypothesis-of-universe.com/docs/eng/eng_095.pdf


http://www.cytoprostor.euweb.cz/matematika/kalkulus.pdf  In the end, what was D. J. Zoul's 

exhaustive and perfect mathematics from A to Z, good...??, when in the end his theory of 

Cytoprostor somehow "dried up"..."became bitter" "..."petrified"... "blossomed" into a barren 

dry abstract, which is said to be useful in the field of quantum theory of information and 

quantum consciousness... https://slideplayer.cz/slide/2920806/  …what is 25 years of hard 

work for, Mr. David, even though he consoles himself with "necessary self-praise" at the end 

of his description of the new theory?  

……………………………………………………………………………………….………… 

In his theory, Mr. Zoul sometimes even strayed into "my two-dimensional thinking" and said 

the following passage of opinion in his work :  

 
Bell proved in 1966 that latent variable theories can function precisely under the 

assumption of non-locality. But at the same time he showed that non-locality must 

include even every conceivable interpretation quantum realities. Indeed, in this year Bell 

published his famous inequalities, the violation of which would mean that it is once and 

for all the need to reject the concept of local reality. The word "local" in this one context 

means that there is no communication faster than light in a vacuum, and by "reality" is 

meant the existence of the world independent of our observations. When it was later 

experimentally confirmed that nature indeed violates Bell's inequalities, it was 

immediately obvious that we must to give up at least one of these two concepts. To be 

completely precise, then Bell's inequality in fact it doesn't actually depend on quantum 

mechanics at all. Violation of the Bells inequality requires the rejection of local reality 

even if that in time quantum mechanics would prove to be incorrect or incomplete 

theory. The wave function, although it seems to have a physical basis reality, itself 

somewhat outside of anything we are used to calling it physical system. On the one 

hand, it is not directly observable - it can be detect using particles only. There would be 

nothing wrong with that special - e.g. a physical field can also be detected only with help 

test particles. A much more important property of the wave function is the fact that it 

can change as if in the entire space at once. Changes spread in it at such a dizzying 

speed that within accuracy of our measurement of time given by the Planck scale, occur 

throughout space as if all at once. Practically, this feature was tested in of Alain 

Aspect's experiment, during the violation of Bell's inequalities. Because they cannot be 

transmitted in space-time in this way no information at superluminal speed, the theory 

is not violated relativity. Bohm the idea that everything is connected to everything, as 

well as immediately influenced by all events in space through the pilot waves, further 

developed. He came out with the opinion that apparently independent objects actually 

react to some process that is going on in backround. In later versions of his theory, 

Bohm proposed that u of fundamental order in the background of the world is a field 

formed by the infinite by the number of overlapping waves and this overlapping of 

waves produces local phenomena that we perceive as particles. All these ideas are 

more or less analogous to the approach to of quantum mechanics, developed by 

Richard Feynman under the name quantization of path integrals, … 

http://www.cytoprostor.euweb.cz/matematika/kalkulus.pdf  In the end, of course: what 

was the use of exhaustive and perfect mathematics from A to Z to Mr. D. J. Zoul, 

good...??, when in the end his theory of Cytoprostor somehow "dried up" …“turned 

bitter”…“petrified”…“dried up” into a barren dry abstract, which is said to be useful in the 

field of quantum theory of information and quantum consciousness…( ??? ) 

https://slideplayer.cz/slide/2920806/  …for what, Mr. David, 25 years of hard work, 

although at the end of his description of the new theory he consoles himself with "necessary 

self-praise"  → 

http://www.cytoprostor.euweb.cz/matematika/kalkulus.pdf
https://slideplayer.cz/slide/2920806/
http://www.cytoprostor.euweb.cz/matematika/kalkulus.pdf
https://slideplayer.cz/slide/2920806/


 
 

Dtto of english  →   

After 25 years of effort, the concept of cytospace has been brought into theory, giving clear, 

meaningful and testable predictions. Similar to the development of string theory, we can also 

note several periods of fundamental discoveries in the theory of cytospace:  

1987 – the beginnings of cytospatial theory, 1990 – the first cytospatial revolution, 2005 – the 

second cytospatial revolution, 2012 – the third cytospatial revolution.  

At the present moment, the theory of cytospace can be considered formally completed and 

further work is now moving towards its use mainly in the field of quantum theory of 

information and quantum theory of consciousness. It can be expected that the potential of the 

cytospace theory, which has at present very well advanced to take the position of a complete 

theory of everything. 

  

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

 

 
 

 prof. Ing. Pavel Ošmera, CSc. …. vortex structures 2006 

 

http://www.statspol.cz/sdcsts/brno2006/1039full.pdf  

http://www.pavelosmera.cz/public/files/2011-osmera-kognicel.pdf  

Osmera, P. (2006),  

Chaotic system with vortex- fractal structures 

http://www.statspol.cz/sdcsts/brno2006/1039full.pdf
http://www.pavelosmera.cz/public/files/2011-osmera-kognicel.pdf


http://www.pavelosmera.cz/public/public.html  

osmera@fme.vutbr.cz  
 

 

http://www.pavelosmera.cz/public/public.html
mailto:osmera@fme.vutbr.cz


 
 

 



 
 

 



 
 

Short comment :  

     Prof. Pavel Ošmera already performs "semi-transformation", i.e. the presentation and 

conversion of mass elements into geometric 3D shapes and the geometric combination 

technique between them. He does not deal with the essence of the origin of matter as such, 

he only "converts" physical matter elements into the form of vortices, for which he 

inadvertently has to use length dimensions from space-time itself. He does not introduce time-

quantity or its dimension here, he does not use it to model "vortex-fractal" structures. 

 

 

+   is a continuation of Pavel Ošmera's same visualization of mass elements – vortex 

structures  

 

 ing. Pavel Werner   vortex structure 2017 structures of elementary particles of matter, 

engineer Pavel Werner, 2018, vortex structures https://technologis24.cz/wp-

content/uploads/2018/08/nova-teorie-hmoty-skripta_2018.pdf  

https://www.ringtheory.eu/publikace.html   

 

The authors "convert" the essence of matter into "shape/s and structure/s", i.e. into models of 

geometric shapes of toroids in a 3-dimensional system, a spatial grid (without the influence of 

time on the genesis of changes and transformations of matter itself, only changes in the 

behavior of matter) (Navrátil has time 'built-in' 'in matter, literally as a building artifact of that 

matter) and then their interconnectedness. It's models, models, models. By means of 

"interlacing toroids" of structures and shapes, it resolves "bonding relationships" into the 

forms of atoms and molecules. It is a "conversion" of diagrammatic notational speech into the 

form of "toroidal pictorial physics". In a similar, or in the same sense, "stick-ball" style, 

reactions are also written in classical chemistry, so first before the paragraph about Pavlo 

Werner, I give notation techniques 

 

 classical chemistry 

https://technologis24.cz/wp-content/uploads/2018/08/nova-teorie-hmoty-skripta_2018.pdf
https://technologis24.cz/wp-content/uploads/2018/08/nova-teorie-hmoty-skripta_2018.pdf
https://www.ringtheory.eu/publikace.html


 

 
and here is the chemical writing technique is diverse, isn't it true → 

 

 
 



 
 

 
 



 
 

 
 

 

 

Now P.Werner … vortex structures → 

 



 
 

 



 

 
 

 
 



 
 

 
 



 
 

 
 

→ 



7 OF BELIEF  

 

The proposed way of modeling the element nary parts of matter according to RT p represents 

the explicit way of insight into the analysis and modeling of elementary structures. The 

structure of atomic nuclei, atoms even molecules can then be modeled more easily vat and 

predict their own osts against those used so far implicit ways of modeling stochastic models 

and analyses m. The foundations proposed by RT are very simple, it is based on the well-

known theories of EMG fields and electrodes dynamics. To understand a comprehensible use 

contributes to the name arable schematic graphic fig setting of structures. It doesn't need RT 

complex mathematical apparatus do not connect of certain events and stochastic ex exits. RT 

can contribute to progress in grip of some phenomena from the field of f elementary particle 

physics and atomic structures, nano-engineering knows nanotechnology that from the implicit 

description difficult clarifies.  

   RT can contribute to an easy way of understanding the basics c of chemistry and particle 

physics, can easily interpret the reasons for the hundred bility and reactivity of atoms and 

molecules.  

   Explicit modeling and description of the behavior of elementary hmo objects those of 

protons and neutrons within the structure of the nucleus of an atom, the movement of an 

electron in an atom, very p contributes to a rational approach particle engineering, and thus 

and opportunities for the development of nano-fields. RT can contribute to the modeling of 

atoms, molecules and will make it possible to design and verify new molecules and materials 

p required/specific Properties.  

    RT gives materials engineering a tool that can explain phenomena by standard models 

difficult to explain and explicitly grasp regularities, phenomena and processes that the fields 

of nano sciences so far were difficult to process. 

 
 

→ 
AT WATER  

        The proposed structural approach of Mr deals with the basic element – toroidal object 

(ring), its geometric a subset with structural ses by purchase. The foundations of this theory 

were formulated by prof. Pavle Ošmera and his team [11], [12], [13] . In the next text, we will 

refer to as "The Ring Theory" (Ring theory - RT). This Mr approach can be better from 

another point of view point to the evolution of inanimate nature. With the use of ring 

substances ructure, standard electromagnetic field theory, vortex fields, etc multi-level 

structures can be easily describe and develop models, from quantum foam structures, via 

quarks, electron, photon, proton and neutron, atoms, molecules, up to structures of complex 

organic compounds. 

 
My conclusion:  

 



Dear (un)friends,..  

if you think about it, physical reality can be fully expressed not only in mathematics, and 

only mathematics, but also by other writing techniques. And if you think about it more 

(!), other pioneers, innovators can come and put down on paper other variants of writing 

methods, than these five were here from me, to describe reality, until...one day there 

will be hundreds of these techniques, they will be radically different, interesting, 

futuristic amazing… None may be perfect and yet their narrative power can approach 

the Standard Model as the most elaborate description. 

    From my point of view, it is a sad fact that my (unfinished) HDV, no worse than other 

writing techniques "copying" the accepted physical science, was not understood and 

was spat upon crudely by the uneducated.  

 

JN, 17/05/2019 


	So 5 models of how to describe the universe     (   (   (  (

